2001 ford focus battery

Ford Focus owners have reported 18 problems related to battery dead under the electrical
system category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the
statistics and reliability analysis of Ford Focus based on all problems reported for the Focus.
I've had 4 batteries and average jump starts per year due to the electric problems with the
computer draining my battery. I've come very close to having at least 8 accidents due to the
transmission fault. The transmission was replaced a couple years ago and it worked without
having the shifting stall problem for about 2 months. My dealer said that's "all they can do. Ford
doesn't offer any payback or refunds due to these 2 well-known lemon defaults. I just called the
number for Ford to file a complaint and they stated that I'd have to call back in 2 hours because
their system is down. I asked if I could file a complaint online and they stated, 'no', you must
call us to file the report. Details involving the lack of safety due to these 2 issues -- I've had my
engine stalled in the middle of traffic on average of times per year, putting my young children
and self in great danger. Please contact me at and leave a message if I'm unable to answer.
Thank you, julie eckhardt bella casa cir , ft myers, FL See all problems of the Ford Focus. As I
was driving my car driver side door open the latch does not work anymore and my car stalls I
cannot tell how much gas I have because the gauges don't work it puts its doors open I'll be on
75 it just shut off I need to go to red lights is shit so far they go to stop sign I should solve the
radio also just goes out and I have so loud starch sound screeching noise very loud and
annoying my car also kranks when I want to create battery died quick. We have a Focus. From
day 1, we have had problems with the battery going dead, within just a day. We have had it in
numerous dealerships, with no resolve of the problem. After having had enough, we took it to a
specialist who hooked it up to a diagnostic machine. The problem was the stereo system
draining the battery. But we felt it wasn't our responsibility to have to pay for a new stereo, so
we just had it disconnected. Fixed the problem. But the check engine light never goes off. And
now it's making a funny noise in the engine and when you come to a stop and accelerate, it
sometimes acts like it wants to cut off. I feel like Ford ought to replace the stereo free. We have
had it in on other numerous occasions for other problems too. Had to have a new dash twice!.
The contact owns a Ford Focus. While parked, the vehicle was not able to start. The failure
occurred constantly. The contact had to jumpstart the vehicle. The vehicle was taken to an
independent mechanic where it was diagnosed that the battery failed and needed to be
replaced. The vehicle was repaired, but the failure recurred. The manufacturer was not notified
of the failure. The VIN was invalid. The failure mileage was , While traveling on interstate 24 east
between nashville and chattanooga, I had an electrical problem that caused my engine to shut
down while my car was still traveling at 65 mph. The first sign of a problem was when my radio
shut off unexpectedly. There were no warning lights on the dashboard to indicate that my
engine was about to shut down. After traveling another 3 to 5 miles, all the warning lights
illuminated on my dashboard and a few seconds later my engine shut down. I was still traveling
at approximately 60 mph and was able to stop the car in the emergency lane. After stoping the
car, the engine would not start. Me and my family were stuck on the side of the highway until we
could have the vehicle towed to the nearest Ford dealer. The Ford dealer ran electrical tests and
discovered the battery had failed. The dealership replaced the battery and the car drove fine. On
December 1, , only four months later, I was traveling trough the city when my radio shut off and
a few miles later the engine died and would not restart. The battery was tested and found to
have failed again. Both batteries that failed were motorcraft 1bxt. Since this problem occurs
while driving with no apparent warning lights, and causes the engine to shut down, it needs to
be investigated. The steering wheel and front wheels lock if the contact key is in the off position
as described in my owner's Focus manual transmission booklet if we want to pull the Focus
behind my 30 foot winnebago adventurer. So I turned the key in position 2, accessories, and
drove more than miles after adequate wiring was performed. The Focus battery was dead. A
Ford dealer could not solve this mystery. Just in case my eml is [xxx]. Information redacted
pursuant to the freedom of information act foia , 5 u. Yesterday, Feb. So in turn I just left the key
there obviously and went in my house. Following day before school I try once more to remove
the key, no luck, I drive to school, park, turn off car and again tried removing the key and once
again no luck. Later on I car pulled with my friend in his car to work, after work he dropped me
off at my car to go home. I get in my car only to find that now it wont even start. I called my
friend with my cell phone that I was blessed to have and he came back so I was spared from
being stranded. We hooked up the cables to jump the car and no luck what so ever, all we
merely got was a nice clicking sound. The battery was dead, all because the key could not be
removed from the ignition thanks to Ford's selfishness and not issuing a recall. All in all my car
remains in that parking lot and I am left without a car. Thank you Ford. My daughter was driving
on the freeway when her car just died, while driving. It started up again immediately, but it has
happened several times in the last month. I went online to view recalls, and it stated that Ford

Focus had a recall on this issue. I also found 2 other items that are happening to this vehicle
that were also recalls. I made an appointment with the dealer to have these recalls fixed, but
when they pulled up the VIN number, they said that there were no recalls for this particular car.
The other recall I found was the electrical system, and battery failure. I have already burned up
one battery because of this issue. The recall states that the cabes overheat and may melt. This
vehicle did this as well. The other recall is where the latch on the back door begins to not latch
properly, causing the door to come open while driving. The back door will not latch properly on
this vehicle either and at times we have to open and close it several times in order to get it to
latch. These 3 recalls are all things that have happened on Ford Focus vehicles, which our
vehicle is, but because our VIN doesn't match the recalls, they refuse to fix them. These are true
safety issues. My daughter could be killed because of these issues. How can I have my vehicle
added to these recalls? I am extremely upset and concerned that these items will not be
addresses when Ford knows that they are a problem on other Focus vehicles. I will sue should
something happen to my daughter due to this issue and Fords unwillingness to correct the
problems. I parked my car one night in a parking lot. The car was parked for less than 10
minutes. When I came back my steering wheel was locked and I could not turn the ignition to
start the car. The lights and radio work so the battery is not dead. Two aaa roadside workers
tried to turn the ignition and it did not work. I have a Ford Focus. For the past 3 years now I have
had a problem with the battery discharging. I have had the battery replaced more than once and
this is not the problem. I had to have someone jumpstart my car each time except this morning.
No one is available this early in the morning. I am tired of Ford saying they cannot find the
problem. I know there are hundreds of people out there having this problem. We need Ford to
come forward and admit ownership of this problem and either fix our cars at no charge or issue
a blanket recall or something. I cannot afford the towing charges, the days off work while the
car is in the shop etc. This will go on for a couple of weeks and then I can go 3 months, maybe 6
months with no problems. I have tried not using my dome light and keeping it in the off position.
I manually turn off my radio and headlights before leaving the car in case that was what was
draining the battery, but that was not the problem. I do notice that a couple of days before the
battery goes dead the car will start lunging a couple of days in advance but only about one time
per day. The front door had to be aligned and the door seal was replaced. The throttle cable had
to be re-routed due to the cable binding. The front wheel bearings were replaced. The left rear
motor assembly was replaced, the 3rd brake light lens and right side cv axle was replaced. The
transmission started shifting erratically. The consumer attempted to make a turn, and the
transmission would shift from 1st to 2nd gear until the engine revved up past rpm. The
consumer was told there was a problem with the servo pistons. The transmission was
eventually repaired. The battery failed 5 times. The ignition tumbler failed at 38, miles.
Randomly, the key was hard to put in and then it went out. The battery failed as well. The vehicle
was no longer under warranty. Both problems have not been fixed at Ford. The battery went out
yesterday and the consumer purchased a new one. The ignition tumbler started about 2 months
ago. I purchased my Ford Focus in April of The battery went dead in may I had the car towed to
the Ford dealer and the ealer replaced the battery. Car was dead again July 4. The car was
jumped and take to the dealer. Dealer said they couldn't find a problem and charged the battery.
It was dead again on July 9th. I had dealer come get the car and they said it was a bad cell in the
battery and replaced the battery again. I was dead again on July 21st. Had the dealer come get
the car they jumped it and took it in. They charged the battery and still tell me they can't find
anything wrong with the car. After having the vehicle serviced on two different recalls vehicle
performed poorly. The first recall was for battery wiring corrosion. Currently, the battery failed.
The second was for the pin bolt controls. Steering wheel shook, and the two left front tires were
replaced for extensive wear, and a blow out. The tires were replaced, and the vehicle aligned.
However, vehicle continued to wear out, the tires and the steering wheel shook. Manufacturer
offered no solution. No recalls found. Also, was experiencing problems with decreased power.
Consumer objected to paying for repairs. He car was taken to the dealer three times so they
could diagnosis and work on the problem. Third time they sent me away saying there is not a
problem. Finally it quit all together when electrically it blew up or shorted out somewhere. All
the gauges were fluctuating empty to full,0 to mph, air bag illuminated etc. Cabin lamps went
crazy. The car smelled like it was burning in the cabin. Found no burnt or melted wires. I called
the dealer to get them to pick up the car and they told me the battery went dead. When they test
drove it now being the fourth time they said it needed new spark plugs and wires. I just cannot
believe what they are telling me so I pulled this vehicle out of their care. We have had several
problems with the car since we purchased it. Our battery died at miles, had to be replaced no
explanation given. The ignition tumbler had to be replaced be cause it broke, when I took it to
the dealership they gave no explanation for it. And we have been having a problem with the car

stalling while driving at various speeds. Car Problems. Battery Dead problem of the Ford Focus
1. Battery Dead problem of the Ford Focus 2. Battery Dead problem of the Ford Focus 3. Battery
Dead problem of the Ford Focus 4. Battery Dead problem of the Ford Focus 5. Battery Dead
problem of the Ford Focus 6. Battery Dead problem of the Ford Focus 7. Battery Dead problem
of the Ford Focus 8. Battery Dead problem of the Ford Focus 9. Battery Dead problem of the
Ford Focus Problem Category Number of Problems Ignition problems Ignition problems.
Ignition Switch problems. Electrical System problems. Car Will Not Start problems. Wiring
problems. Battery Cable problems. Horn Assembly problems. Ignition Module problems. Battery
problems. See the Back button â€” blue bar at the very top of the page â€” to explore more. Add
your complaint? The contact owns a Ford Focus. While driving approximately 25 mph and
approaching a traffic light, the battery light illuminated. The contact noticed smoke coming from
the hood and then flames appeared. She stopped and exited the vehicle when it became
completely engulfed in flames. The police and fire departments arrived and a report was filed.
The VIN, engine size, and powertrain were unknown. The current and failure mileages were 52,
The dealer also replaced both front coil springs. Add Complaint. I have a Ford Focus. For the
past 3 years now I have had a problem with the battery discharging. I have had the battery
replaced more than once and this is not the problem. I had to have someone jumpstart my car
each time except this morning. No one is available this early in the morning. I am tired of Ford
saying they cannot find the problem. I know there are hundreds of people out there having this
problem. We need Ford to come forward and admit ownership of this problem and either fix our
cars at no charge or issue a blanket recall or something. I cannot afford the towing charges, the
days off work while the car is in the shop etc. This will go on for a couple of weeks and then I
can go 3 months, maybe 6 months with no problems. I have tried not using my dome light and
keeping it in the off position. I manually turn off my radio and headlights before leaving the car
in case that was what was draining the battery, but that was not the problem. I do notice that a
couple of days before the battery goes dead the car will start lunging a couple of days in
advance but only about one time per day. Brakes failed twice since Brakes were replaced in and
Kept repairing the vehicle. On June 11 while driving the car stopped. The car made a popping
sound and started smoking. There was a warning, the battery light was on. The engine lights
came on right before. Car didnt start back up after several attempts. Car was towed to home.
Dealer reported no problem with the vehicle. Car was regularly serviced. I would like to know
how many recalls can a car have before it is a lemon! In the 4 years I"ve owned this car, I have
had the battery replaced at my cost due to stalling, which turned out to be the faulty fuel pump?
S fault, so that was replaced; the struts replaced at my cost after they caused my front tire to
explode on the freeway; the bushings worked on 3 times yet the suspension still makes a very
frightening noise every time I drive. Imagine my surprise or should I truthfully say, lack of"
when I received yet another recall notice in the mail. Vehicle hesitated upon starting. Consumer
replaced the battery. But, vehicle would not start. Finally, dealer stated that fuel pump needed to
be replaced. I have had numerous problems with my Focus. About 3mo after I bought it, the
transmission began to feel like it was slipping, and making a noise. I took it to the purchasing
dealership, and a mechanic told me it was the torque converter. They didn't have a loaner car
for me, so I made an an appointment for the following week. The next day on my way home from
work, the car shut down. I called a tow truck, they took it to the closest dealership. When I called
the dealership the next day, they said the fuel pump went out. They told me that the stutter I was
feeling in my car was probably that. A few days later, the same problem. Took it back to the
selling dealership, and the shop supervisor went out with me. He said I was driving the car out
of context. What he meant by that, he wouldn't elaborate, but said there is nothing wrong with
my car. I have been driving it since, and the computer will fade in and out, but I won't lose
engine power. My car has to have new brake pads every couple of months, new tires, and other
maintenance things. At less than miles, it needed new spark plugs, and wires, which I happily
bought. I went to my car, popped the hood, four spark plugs lined the top of the head cover.
There was no further explanation of the attempted over charge. My car has several other
problems. The positive cable on the battery, has melted back, there is a loud roar in the cab of
the car, and three of the four lug nuts on the right rear tire has snapped off. The explanation for
the lug nuts, was that the tire was loose, not fastened properly. But this problem occurred mo
after I bought it. The tires had not been taken off. I am to the point where I hate Ford for selling
me this car. Engine light on. Jerky gear engaging. Choppy acceleration. Consumer reported
battery failure. On another occasion the brakes failed. Consumer stated the battery light
indicator illuminated, just as stated under recall 02V, however dealer would not repair because
the VIN was not included. So how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates
or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a
for-profit service, contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook

Retweet this page Email this page. Add Complaint. I have a Ford Focus. For the past 3 years
now I have had a problem with the battery discharging. I have had the battery replaced more
than once and this is not the problem. I had to have someone jumpstart my car each time except
this morning. No one is available this early in the morning. I am tired of Ford saying they cannot
find the problem. I know there are hundreds of people out there having this problem. We need
Ford to come forward and admit ownership of this problem and either fix our cars at no charge
or issue a blanket recall or something. I cannot afford the towing charges, the days off work
while the car is in the shop etc. This will go on for a couple of weeks and then I can go 3
months, maybe 6 months with no problems. I have tried not using my dome light and keeping it
in the off position. I manually turn off my radio and headlights before leaving the car in case that
was what was draining the battery, but that was not the problem. I do notice that a couple of
days before the battery goes dead the car will start lunging a couple of days in advance but only
about one time per day. Brakes failed twice since Brakes were replaced in and Kept repairing
the vehicle. On June 11 while driving the car stopped. The car made a popping sound and
started smoking. There was a warning, the battery light was on. The engine lights came on right
before. Car didnt start back up after several attempts. Car was towed to home. Dealer reported
no problem with the vehicle. Car was regularly serviced. Vehicle hesitated upon starting.
Consumer replaced the battery. But, vehicle would not start. Finally, dealer stated that fuel
pump needed to be replaced. Search CarComplaints. I have had numerous problems with my
Focus. About 3mo after I bought it, the transmission began to feel like it was slipping, and
making a noise. I took it to the purchasing dealership, and a mechanic told me it was the torque
converter. They didn't have a loaner car for me, so I made an an appointment for the following
week. The next day on my way home from work, the car shut down. I called a tow truck, they
took it to the closest dealership. When I called the dealership the next day, they said the fuel
pump went out. They told me that the stutter I was feeling in my car was probably that. A few
days later, the same problem. Took it back to the selling dealership, and the shop supervisor
went out with me. He said I was driving the car out of context. What he meant by that, he
wouldn't elaborate, but said there is nothing wrong with my car. I have been driving it since, and
the computer will fade in and out, but I won't lose engine power. My car has to have new brake
pads every couple of months, new tires, and other maintenance things. At less than miles, it
needed new spark plugs, and wires, which I happily bought. I went to my car, popped the hood,
four spark plugs lined the top of the head cover. There was no further explanation of the
attempted over charge. My car has several other problems. The positive cable on the battery,
has melted back, there is a loud roar in the cab of the car, and three of the four lug nuts on the
right rear tire has snapped off. The explanation for the lug nuts, was that the tire was loose, not
fastened properly. But this problem occurred mo after I bought it. The tires had not been taken
off. I am to the point where I hate Ford for selling me this car. Consumer reported battery failure.
On another occasion the brakes failed. Consumer stated the battery light indicator illuminated,
just as stated under recall 02V, however dealer would not repair because the VIN was not
included. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. So how do you find out
what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time
wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find something
helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Add
Complaint. To best describe what is happening your website has a campaign for my complaint
here: www-ODI. My wife drives a Ford Focus SE. The battery cables and battery are going
through extreme corrosion that requires me to clean the connections at least once every 2
weeks. The corrosion is also causing heat that is melting the cables insulation. When the
corrosion goes untreated, within 2 weeks the car will not start due to bad connection. The
problem right now is that the original complaint was in and Ford is not recognizing the problem
even after me telling them about the recall information I linked above. Any help in dealing with
this matter is greatly appreciated. Thank you. The contact owns a Ford Focus. Sporadically,
while driving at various speeds, the vehicle would stall and then restart moments later. Prior to
the failure, the engine and ABS warning lights would illuminate on the instrument control panel.
The vehicle was taken to a local dealer and they replaced the battery cables. The dealer stated
that her VIN was not included in NHTSA campaign id number 02V electrical
system:battery:cables ; therefore, she was not entitled to any reimbursement. The failure
mileage was 60, and current mileage was 68, The consumer provided pictures of defect, copy of
a recall issued by alldata online, and the description of the damage. Search CarComplaints. The
contact stated the vehicle would not start. The contact had the battery replaced, and two days
later the vehicle would not start. He lifted the hood, and saw smoke coming from the battery
cable. The cables melted. The vehicle was towed to a repair shop. The battery cable and the
harness were replaced. The failure mileage , The contact was told there was a recall for the

battery cable. The contact called the manufacturer, and was told the vehicle was not a part of
the recall. My Ford Focus wagon drove fine on Saturday night, but on Sunday morning the
electrical system had gone haywire. When I turned on the ignition, no sound came from the
ignition, but the lights on the dash flickered on an off, I heard a clicking sound, the "door open"
bell came on, and I smelled electrical smoke. The Ford dealer said that I needed to replace the
battery, the battery cables, and the starter. While my son was driving our Ford Focus the battery
caught on fire. Luckily, he pulled over and someone stopped with a fire extinguisher. The car
had already been recalled for faulty battery cables. These were already replaced by bell Ford in
phoenix. The car has been towed and is still waiting repairs. Dt consumer states there is a recall
for the battery cables and the recall repairs was done on May 21, , the vehicle completely stalled
and it caused another vehicle to rear end consumer's vehicle on October 12, Consumer stated
that her husband checked the vehicle and the battery cables burned out and melted again, and
that is the same thing happened as stated in the recall. Contacted Ford, they said to bring
vehicle in for inspection, but than likely it was something else. The fact that this occurred on a
parking lot a block away from a fire station prevented further damage to the passenger
compartment. But had this occurred on my house's covered garage, the whole house had
burned. But my vehicle was manufactured on August , and therefore does not qualify to the
voluntary Ford recall to deal with this situation. As you can see in the referred web sites, this is
he same situation reported by other owners. I have reported this case to my insurance
company, allstate, claim number The adjuster is Mr. Ruben romero X As allstate suggested, I
also contacted Ford. Yesterday, I was informed by allstate that my accident resulted in a total
lost. Mccluster, from the tipton Ford dealership, who photographed my pictures from the fire. He
assured me that he was going to log the incident into the systema and ask me to contact Ford at
When I called that number, the same day, I talked to andrew, employer number He gave the
claim number and indicated that Ford was going to contact on two days. I am still waiting for the
call. Thus, Ford should solve the problem in all Focus vehicles suffering from this problem and
it also must be held accountable for all property damage. Recall 02V concerning battery cables.
Consumer said that the battery cables were routed too close to the engine which resulted in an
under hood fire. Consumer contacted the manufacturer, and was told that this vehicle was not
eligible for recall due to VIN even though the vehicle experienced the same defects as described
in the recall. Electriclal issues lights dimming dach lights same under normal driving. The
vehicle was experiencing the same failure as described in the battery cable rec
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all 02V However, this vehicle was not included in the recall due to VIN. The vehicle was parked,
when all of a sudden, it caught fire, due to a battery cable wire. The vehicle was towed to the
dealer for analysis. While exiting the highway, the vehicle stalled and caught on fire. The fire
department extinguished the fire and determined the fire started in the engine. This was a
known problem in the Ford Focus model. In the last past five months while driving at any speed
and with no warning vehicle stalled due to corroded battery cables, causing consumer to pull
off the road. Dealer notified. While driving about 65 mph on the highway vehicle stalled and shut
down due to battery cable wire melting. Consumer was able to steer onto the side of the
shoulder. Consumer's vehicle has the same problem as mentioned in recall 02V concerning
battery cable. Dealer will not repair because this vehicle was not covered under recall due to
VIN. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.

